2022 Holiday Letter

Dear Friends and Supporters of Shih Tzu Rescue,
First and foremost, we wish to thank our very generous donors and
devoted volunteers whose great kindness enables us to continue the mission
we started 27 years ago.
In 1995, a panicked friend called us to come get a very pregnant Shih Tzu who had
been abandoned at Miami-Dade Animal Services. Terrified, we raced through heavy
traffic to get her. The tiny black and white Shih Tzu, who could hardly stand, looked
like she’d swallowed a watermelon. We took her and practically flew 23 miles to
Hollywood Animal Hospital where, within a few hours, she gave birth to seven puppies.
They grew up to be the sweetest, most beautiful Benji type dogs, eventually
weighing 25 pounds each. Shih Who? Tiny beautiful Priscilla, the mother, was
adopted by a friend, and we found homes for three puppies, eventually keeping four
puppies for fifteen wonderful years. We marveled at how perfect they all were and
were horrified to think that they all would have died if we hadn’t been able to get to
her. We knew then that we’d have to save more.
That was the beginning of Shih Tzu Rescue, and 27 years and over 4000 adoptions
later, our commitment to help homeless, unwanted and abused Shih Tzus and other
small dogs in great need is stronger than ever, as more and more unfortunate dogs
cross our path.

Look at his nails
ANTON in heartbreaking condition when he arrived.

2022 has been a hard year for most people and has been our most difficult
year financially as a rescue and sanctuary. Since the pandemic, our vet bills have
doubled and inflation is causing our expenses to skyrocket. While our financial
challenges this year are great, they are not insurmountable; your continued
generous support will make the difference. We are therefore, once again, BEGGING
for your help, and together we will make a difference and continue to provide a
welcoming green haven for displaced, frightened little dogs.
We hope the following stories of a few of the wonderful dogs we were able to save
this year will give you some insight into our rescue and sanctuary.
Anton & Easton
These little Yorkie brothers didn’t leave their home for approximately two years before
the night they came to us. Their humans had declined gradually, as one and then the
other developed dementia and depression, until the dogs and house were covered in
urine and feces. Their hair was totally matted, their nails three inches long and you
could smell them a mile away. Though it took over six hours for them to be groomed,
these brave little boys knew they were being helped and never once complained. The
poor little souls were thoroughly delighted to be bathed and able to walk without pain.
The very next morning they ran and played in their new grassy playground and gave
kisses to their new caretakers. Age appropriate adoptions are desperately important.
Having a dog is having a child who never grows up and never leaves home. We must
be there for them in sickness and in health, for better and for worse for as long as
they live. What a heartbreak it is if we cannot outlive them when they need us most.

“You can’t change a dog’s past, but you can rewrite their future.”
- Agnes Carass

ANTON & EASTON happy and thriving at STR!

Angelo, Gino & Giorgio

We waited months for these wonderful little dogs to finally be surrendered by the
family of a woman who maybe once had loved them but suffered from alcoholism
and had neglected them abominably. Even though they were so badly matted and
could hardly walk, their nails were growing into their paws, the sweet little guys
still kissed every hand that touched them. We had to take them to a hospital to be
sedated because shaving and removing the tips of their nails from their paws would
be too painful without sedation. Gino & Giorgio were very bonded and were adopted
together. Very fortunately little Angelo desperately craved human attention and was
able to be adopted without his sons to a home where he’d have all the attention
he had always wanted. As difficult as it may be, stepping in and helping a terribly
neglected dog may save him from a slow, horrible death. Although we all would like
to be politically correct and not interfere in the lives of others, if a dog or cat is in
dangerous hands we believe that it is morally correct to contact responsible
authorities, families, etc.
Prince Kendrick, Precious Rose & Allie Rose

ANGELO, GINO & GIORGIO when surrendered to STR

This adorable, sweet little family came to us from a woman who loved them but could
no longer care for them. The mother, father and daughter loved eachother so much
that it would have been a crime to separate them. While we never break up a bonded
pair, adopting a family of three is no small task and we were terribly afraid that we’d
never be able to find one home for all three of them. But, miracles do happen, and
they were adopted, as a family, to a wonderful couple who will cherish them and
make them part of their family. Bonded pairs should be kept together whenever
humanly possible. Imagine losing everyone and everything you ever knew except for
the loved one who shares your memories, who helps you maintain your identity. Take
away that one familiar and how alone you’d be if no one in the world knew you and
you couldn’t write or talk. We never separate bonded pairs.
Mimi

The world is full of sob stories, and this quiet little heartbreaker is the kind so often
ignored. Sweet loyal Mimi, an 18 pound Boston Terrier/Rat Terrier mix lived happily
with her human from the time she was 8 weeks old until 8-9 years old. Her human
moved from a condo shared with a roommate into small quarters at an assisted
living facility and Mimi, protecting her, snapped at a nurse who entered their room
without knocking. Mimi was threatened with eviction. Her human couldn’t afford to
fight legally or move so poor Mimi was evicted because she defended the women
who she’d loved for her whole life. Now she is with us…waiting patiently for her
human to come for her. We pray that an angel reads this and will adopt this sweet
intelligent little girl with a heart full of love. She walks beautifully on a leash, is house
trained and would make a perfect companion. Far too often we take in dogs because
people are relocating to places “where dogs are not allowed.” It is so sad that Mimi’s
person didn’t have the resources to find a place where her dog’s residency would
have been protected. The cost of living is ever rising and one should do everything
possible to try to protect a dog’s future. Unfortunately, easier said than done.

ANGELO (left) on his adoption day!

GINO & GIORGIO on their adoption day!

Jasmine Rose

This 11-13 year old very sweet cuddly Shih Tzu was brought to us by a Good
Samaritan who found her wandering in the street. She had a very bad ear infection
and could barely walk. We took her to a neurologist who determined she had a non
operable neurological condition in her spinal cord. All four legs were spastic, but she
was able to walk, although she fell on her side at times. Steroid therapy didn’t help
her. Jasmine Rose is safe with us until hopefully some kind caring person will adopt
her. If not, she will receive love and whatever care she will require to make her life as
happy as can be. She’s a beautiful, affectionate little girl. What happened to her legs?
Who left her in the street? Someone once loved her. Would her condition have been
operable if her people had the means for proper medical care when she was injured?
Maybe catastrophic pet insurance might have made the difference. It’s a good thing
that dogs can’t speak or we might die of sadness.

PRINCE KENDRICK, PRECIOUS ROSE & ALLIE ROSE
on their adoption day!

Bennett & Bartley

These two very sweet Shih Tzu boys were brought to one of our volunteers by a Good
Samaritan who found them living under an abandoned trailer. They arrived at our
shelter so badly matted and covered with grease that they must have been living in
the streets for some time. One only wonders what they must have gone through in
order to survive since Shih Tzus are very delicate. After over seven hours of grooming
they ate a hearty meal, and with full bellies they settled into their warm, clean beds.
Their transformation to happy friendly doggies was almost instantaneous. Bennett is
about 3 and Bartley is about 2 and together these beautiful boys would be a most
welcome addition to any loving home. The people who left these little innocents
all alone could easily have called a reputable rescue or even a county shelter. One
or both could have been hit by cars, torn up by other dogs, died of hunger, tick
infestation, etc. It feels safe to say that the people who left these dogs in such awful
circumstances never should have had them in the first place. Finding a proper home
for a dog is a difficult, painstaking process but well worth the effort.

MIMI

John Thomas, PD & Tennessee

John Thomas was a holy terror from the first day he came to us from an awful,
ignorant, very mean woman with a cruel child who was allowed to kick, screech at
and plague him at will. The little dog didn’t trust anyone.
After 2 ½ years of love, understanding and routine with us he was much better but
still a handful. Fate smiled at us and a fabulous couple who’d adopted 3 other dogs
from us carefully decided to give him a chance. He’s doing so well. A miracle.
PD was only 1 year old when he arrived at the shelter. He was difficult to handle, not
trusting anyone, who knows why. He couldn’t be groomed and had to regularly go to
the vet and be sedated and shaved, a dangerous and costly process. For over three
years he lived at our sanctuary, where our caring employees and volunteers worked
with him to help him overcome his fears until, miraculously, an amazing human being
decided to adopt him and make it work.

JASMINE ROSE

Tennessee is a now a 7 year old Shih Tzu who came to us as a terrified puppy,
reacting violently to strangers, and had spent his whole, unloved life in a cage. He
lived at our shelter for an unbelievable 6 years and came a very long way when
a wonderful human being came for him. We consider all three cases above to be
miracles in that magnificent human beings made conscious decisions to change the
lives of confused lonely little dogs and to teach and allow them to be their very best
selves. We feel truly blessed that these human angels came to give them the happiest
of new beginnings.

BENNETT & BARTLEY happy and thriving at STR!

PD on his adoption day!

TENNESSEE (right) on his adoption day!

JOHN THOMAS on his Daddy’s lap with all his fur siblings!

Our Sanctuary At a Glance

While Shih Tzu Rescue functions primarily to rescue, rehab and adopt out homeless,
neglected and abused dogs, we are also a NO-KILL sanctuary for those that may never
be adopted. We are presently home to 48 senior and special need dogs.
33 seniors (including 7 bonded pairs): 14 who have serious behavioral issues:
9 on multiple eye meds including 2 with glaucoma, 3 on heart meds, 1 on insulin,
1 on blood pressure meds, 2 on thyroid meds, 2 on Apoquel for very difficult skin
problems, 5 on allergy meds, 4 on medicated baths, 7 on prescription diets and
2 requiring veterinary sedation to be groomed.
We Say "Yes" to Seniors

Each and every adoption is considered a major accomplishment but the adoption of
a senior dog really warms the heartstrings. This year some of our senior adoptions
might have been considered almost impossible because of the dogs’ ages and health
but we feel blessed for the adoptions of: Paris Rose & Cinnamon Rose; Honey Belle;
Bubbles Joy; Braeden; Easton; Lincoln; Rose Lilly; Romeo; Patrick & Buzzy; Chloe
Joy; Andy Grace; Seth & Pippa; Seth Devon; Sebastian Frank and more.

BRAEDEN! (right) Adopted

6 Easy Ways You Can Help...

1. Consider a Bequest in your Estate Plan or a Stock Donation: With 26 years
under our belt, we are structured to continue the rescue for many years to come.
Help to ensure our future and the dogs that will benefit from your legacy. Even a small
donation through a trust or will matters to a dog in need. For more information email
shihtzurescue1@gmail.com.
2. AmazonSmile: Delegate Shih Tzu Rescue as your charity of choice. Help our dogs
while you shop. When you shop via smile.Amazon.com, Amazon donates a half
percent of your total purchase on most items straight to us!

BUBBLES JOY! (right) Adopted

3. Chewy.com: Delegate Shih Tzu Rescue as your charity of choice. If you
purchase your pet supplies from Chewy.com, go to your profile and then “My Favorite
Rescues” and select Shih Tzu Lap Dog Rescue, Inc. to see our current wish list of
items needed for the rescue.
4. Sponsor a Dog/Set Up a Recurring Donation: All dogs in our care require shelter,
food, vaccinations, neuter/spay, medical evaluation and treatment and of course lots of
love. In many cases, dogs need “time” to become whole again before they are ready
for adoption. In some cases, because of age, health or temperaments, they become
permanent residents. Being a no-kill shelter/sanctuary, we are committed to giving the
love and care needed to make each life as happy as can be for as long as they are with
us. If you can’t adopt but want to sponsor a dog, your year-end or recurring donation
will become a life changing gift. To set this up, visit www.shihtzurescue.org and click
DONATE. All donations are tax deductible and are used 100% for the care of the dogs.

HONEYBELLE! (right) Adopted

5. Share This Letter: We know there are many generous people out there that have not
heard about Shih Tzu Rescue and our important mission. Please pass this letter on to
every dog lover that you know of who makes donations to animal rescues. Although we
are primarily a breed rescue, we are also home to other small, medium and large dogs.
6. Stay Connected: Visit our website at www.shihtzurescue.org. Follow us on
Facebook and invite your friends to like us as well.

PATRICK & BUZZY Adopted

Thank you again for your greatly needed support. We wish you the happiest of holidays
and a safe and fulfilling New Year.
Warmest Wishes Always,
Harriet & Eric
Harriet, Eric & the Wonderful Dogs at Shih Tzu Rescue
Shih Tzu Rescue Inc. | 4474 Weston Drive #175 | Davie, FL 33331
(954) 680.6456 | ladrando@aol.com
www.shihtzurescue.org

ROMEO! (left) Adopted

